Add the correct subordinating conjunction to this sentence.

Did you see her face _______ it started snowing?

What type of word is ‘sitting’ in this sentence? Circle one.

I'm sitting in the sunshine.

verb         adjective

Which year 2 common exception word has Mr Whoops been juggling with?

Find the hidden words.

old          class          told          half          who          break
old p n w    h b r e a k  t a a t f o  o y l r h h  l p s f s w  d c l a s s

Use two of these words to make one new compound word.

frame land door

Use this noun phrase and these adjectives to write an expanded noun phrase in a full sentence.

her bag

glittery small
**Year 2 Spring Term 2 Answers**

**a**
Add the correct subordinating conjunction to this sentence.

Did you see her face when it started snowing?

**b**
Use two of these words to make one new compound word.

doorframe

**c**
What type of word is ‘sitting’ in this sentence? Circle one.

I’m sitting in the sunshine.

verb          adjective

**d**
Which year 2 common exception word has Mr Whoops been juggling with?

fast

**e**
Find the hidden words.

old     class     told     half     who     break
old      p      n      w       b      r      e

**f**
Use this noun phrase and these adjectives to write an expanded noun phrase in a full sentence.

‘her glittery, small bag’ OR ‘her small, glittery bag’ within a full sentence with a capital letter and full stop.
What type of word is ‘sitting’ in this sentence? Circle one.

Jasmine was sitting in the sunshine.

noun verb adjective

Use these words to make two new compound words.

frame          land          card
__________________________
door          board

Find the correct subordinating conjunction to this sentence.

Did you see her face _________ it started snowing?

when that if

Which year 2 common exception word has Mr Whoops been juggling with?

____________________________________

Use these noun phrases and adjectives to write a sentence with two expanded noun phrases.

her bag that bike shiny
glittery small turquoise

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________
Add the correct subordinating conjunction to this sentence.
when    that    if
Did you see her face when it started snowing?

What type of word is ‘sitting’ in this sentence? Circle one.

Jasmine was sitting in the sunshine.
noun     verb     adjective

Find the hidden words.
move
pass
many
water
Mrs
would

Which year 2 common exception word has Mr Whoops been juggling with?
sugar

Use these words to make two new compound words.
doorframe
cardboard

Use these noun phrases and adjectives to write a sentence with two expanded noun phrases.
‘her glittery, small bag’ OR ‘her small, glittery bag’ AND ‘that turquoise, shiny bike’ OR ‘that shiny, turquoise bike’ within a full sentence, with a capital letter and full stop.
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a. Add the correct subordinating conjunction to this sentence.
   when that because if
   Did you see her face _______ it started snowing?

b. Use these words to make three new compound words.
   fly frame land fire
card door board

What type of word is ‘sitting’ in this sentence? Circle one.
Jasmine was sitting in the sunshine.
noun verb adjective adverb

c. Find the hidden words.
write wrapping
written prnnsees
wrote rotyo
wrong on trkorrr
wrapping ngieoawM
wreckage dlubgd

Jasmine was sitting in the sunshine.

Which year 2 common exception word has Mr Whoops been juggling with?

____________________________________

Use these noun phrases and add your own adjectives to write a sentence with two expanded noun phrases.
her bag
that bike

visit twinkl.com
Add the correct subordinating conjunction to this sentence.

Did you see her face when it started snowing?

When  that  because  if

Find the hidden words.

write  wrapping  pr in s ees
written  wa e e w ta
wrote  ro f c y os
wrong  o n t r hor r
wrapping  g d r s u b g d
wreckage  x l w write

Use these words to make three new compound words.

doorframe

cardboard

Which year 2 common exception word has Mr Whoops been juggling with?

whole

Use these noun phrases and add your own adjectives to write a sentence with two expanded noun phrases.

her bag

that bike

Answers will vary.